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Abstract 

Symbolism: The Interpretation of the Tiger to Reveal the Theme in the Movie of „Life of 

Pi‟ by Ang Lee 

Fenny Natalia 

 This paper researches the interpretation of the tiger in the movie „Life of Pi‟ by Ang Lee 

because the writer found an assumption that the tiger used in the movie has more meaning than 

what it truly is so it can be used to discover the theme of the whole story of Pi. Using theoretical 

background of symbolism, the tiger will be interpreted as having more meaning which is 

supported by the whole context of the story. This work also contains a few theory of symbolism 

which later may help the reader to comprehend deeper toward the interpretation and later the 

story throughout the movie. Last thing which the reader may discover is the theme of the movie 

entitled “Life of Pi”. 

 

Key words: Symbol and theme 

 

Introduction 

There are many entertainments in our daily life, such as magazine, television show, 

movie, advertisement, book, and many more. Those things convey messages or stories to the 

viewers and the meaning of a story will be perfectly delivered to the viewer as it actually is when 

there is no misunderstood part. When we watch a movie, as the viewer we often only get the 

general idea or the outline of the story and unconsciously disregard the hidden meaning that is 

explicitly seen but implicitly exist. For example the broken tree in the story of “The Bridge to 

Terabithia” by Katherine Paterson symbolizes death (Taufiqi; 2013). Oftentimes, we become a 

pure viewer while enjoying a movie which means that we do not notice the meaning of some 

items that actually have deep meanings to deliver besides their surface meanings. In the example 

above, the broken tree is the surface meaning, while death is the second meaning. When the 
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viewer does not notice and realize to some items which are actually functioned as symbol the 

stories may seem puzzling and meaningless. Symbol helps the viewers get the message of the 

movie completely. Therefore, as viewers we need to pay more attention to the particular things 

which function as symbols in order to fully understand the movie. A symbol can be a picture, a 

thing, a place, or an event that appears in subtle way to present meaning. As stated by Roberts 

and Jacobs (326), a symbol is usually a person, thing, place, action, situation, or even thought. It 

possesses its own reality and meaning and may function at the normal level of reality within a 

story. This thought is similar with Kirzner and Mandell, a symbol is a person, object, action, and 

place or event that, in addition to its literal meaning, suggests a more complex meaning or range 

of meanings (254). 

Life of Pi, a movie by Ang Lee adapted from its best-selling book by Yann Martel, is a 

story of a young Indian Boy named Piscine Molitor Patel “Pi” and a tiger named Richard Parker. 

Together they face the disaster in the ocean after a storm attacked their ship “Tsimtsum” on the 

journey from India to Canada. During the castaway on the lifeboat in Pacific Ocean Richard 

Parker lives side by side with Pi. Later, he becomes the only reason that makes Pi survives to 

continue the journey. 

Watching the story of Pi entirely, I was impressed with the existence of the tiger in the 

film. The tiger showed that his role in the journey with Pi was important because in this part 

Parker became the crucial factor which encouraged Pi to survive during the suffering in the 

ocean. In his story, Martell put some animal‟s roles in the story to complete the story and convey 

meanings. The relationship between Richard Parker and Pi the main character that was very 

close to each other, caught my interest to dig more meaning about both of them especially the 
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tiger‟s existence along the story. Why they were always destined to get along almost in the 

whole story and I liked the bravery of Pi for he is daring to be friend with Richard Parker. 

Moreover, I see the tiger has an important role in the movie to see that it follows each 

part of the story and I think without the tiger, the story would not complete. The tiger emerges 

many times in some scenes of the movie and it is associated with the main character then show 

the close relationship between human and the tiger. 

Based on my point of view, Richard Parker seemed so symbolic in the story and raised a 

question in my mind to know why the story went with the tiger then they floated on the ocean 

since the storm attacked the ship they joined on the trip to Canada, until Pi landed in Mexico and 

Parker left him forever. Those are the reasons why I would analyze the tiger. The interpretation 

of the tiger later will be used to reveal the theme of the movie. 

I am interested to analyze the tiger in the movie, because I think it is a symbol because he 

consistently linked with all of the crucial parts of the whole story. He appears a little at the 

beginning, much in the middle and at the ending of the story. The interpretation of the tiger will 

also be used to reveal the theme of the movie. The tiger in the movie is known as Richard Parker. 

Richard Parker is a Bengal tiger whose Pi‟s father preserves in his zoo in Pondicherry, India. 

Symbols help people to understand meaning in literary works such as books, film, poems, 

etc in the form of event, thing, person, animal or other things. Without understanding the 

symbols, the message in a story will not be clear for the viewer to understand the whole story. 

Therefore, in this paper I am going to verify the meaning of symbols especially the meaning of 

the tiger as a symbol in „Life of Pi‟ using the theory of symbol, which later helps me to get the 

theme of the story of the movie. 
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Symbolism according to Roberts and Jacobs (326) is the origin of a Greek word meaning 

“to throw together”. The word „Symballein‟ is derived from „syn‟ means together; and „ballein‟ 

means to throw. Symbolism is a kind of literary expressions that are used to deliver more 

meanings beyond the true meaning of the thing. For example in Katherine short story entitled 

„The Grave‟ a rabbit symbolize the generation of life. 

 The goal of this study is to find out the theme of „Life of Pi‟ by Ang Lee, through the 

analysis of symbols of the tiger. Using symbols point of view in this study, the movie will be 

analyzed to get better understanding by finding the theme of the story. I hope this paper may help 

the readers to understand more about the symbol and then the theme in the movie. 

 

Literature Review 

Defining Symbolism 

According to Robert and Jacob (326), symbol pulls or draws together a specific 

thing with ideas, values, persons, or ways of life, in a direct relationship that otherwise 

would not be apparent. A symbol might also be regarded as a substitute for the elements 

being signified, such as a flag stands for the ideals of a nation. 

Roberts and Jacobs state that symbolism is modes of literary expression that are 

designed to extend meaning. The word symbolism means “to throw together”. (syn, 

“together”, and ballein, “to throw”). (326) 

The word symbol is formed from the word „symballein‟ means „to throw 

together‟; from the Greek „symbolon‟ and Latin „symbollum‟ (Fadaee, 367). While  

Shaw (1881:367) define symbol as something used for or regard as representing 
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something else or specifically, a symbol is a word, phrase, or other expression having a 

complex of associated meaning. 

A symbol creates a meaningful similarity between a specific object, scene, 

character, or action and ideas, values, persons, or ways of life. The effect is symbol is a 

substitute for the elements being signified. In short stories and other types of literature, a 

symbol is usually a person, thing, place, action, situation, or even thought. 

There is often a topical or integral relationship between the symbol and things it 

stands for, but a symbol may also have no apparent connection and therefore may e 

considered arbitrary. A symbol might also be regarded as a substitute for the elements 

being signified. 

 

Kinds of Symbols 

In Roberts and Jacobs, symbols are divided into: 

Universal symbol, conventional symbol, and contextual or private symbol. 

Universal symbols are also known as cultural symbols. They embody ideas or 

emotions that the writer and the reader share in common as a result of their social and 

culture heritage. When using these symbols, a writer does not have to take the time to 

invest objects or people with symbolic resonance within the story; she or he can simply 

assume that the reader knows what the symbol represents. As an example; when water 

spouts up in a fountain, it may symbolize optimism. 

Conventional symbol is a symbol that suggests the same thing to most people 

with common cultural and social assumptions. The examples of conventional symbols is 

rose is the symbol of love. According to Kirszner and Mandell, conventional symbol are 
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those recognize by people who share certain cultural and social assumptions. For 

instance, National flags creates similar response to all of the people from the same 

nationality (750). 

Private symbol is not derived from common historical, cultural, or religious 

ground but gain their symbolic meaning within the context of the specific work of fiction. 

For example, the jug of beer carried by Jackie‟s grandmother in O‟Connor‟s “First 

Confession” is one of the things that symbolize the grandmother‟s peasantlike and 

boorish rabbit. (327) 

 

Symbol Interpretation 

Roberts and Jacobs (1995; 326-328) argue a reader need to be cautious to notice 

some important hints to find symbolical interpretations: 

1. A symbol possibly appears more than once in the same story, but it always delivers the 

same meaning. 

2. To examine whether something in a story is a symbol or not, we must decide if it 

consistently refers beyond itself to a significant idea, emotion, or quality. 

3. We need to think and decide of the clues as total significance. If it appears dominantly, 

we can claim it has symbolic meaning as long as we are able to prove. 

4. Symbol points beyond itself to greater and more complex meaning. 

 

Theory of Theme or Idea 

Idea or theme according to Roberts and Jacobs (362) is the meaning and the 

message in fiction. The word idea is connected to actions seeing and knowing. Example 
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of ideas: infinity, justice, right and good, necessity, the problem of evil, causation, and 

idea itself. Other topics you may consider as ideas, in addition to these, are power, honor, 

maturity, persecution, happiness, pain, and many more. A full consideration of such 

ideas requires much knowledge, understanding, and thought. When an idea is brought out 

in literary works, it is often given the name theme. We may speak of theme as a familiar 

pattern or motif that occurs again and again in literature (Pickering and Hoeper, 61) 

There are some tips to find ideas. Ideas never appear at once from the story. 

Process of thinking is needed to find ideas. You have to notice and read the story 

carefully, think about the main characters, situations, statements, and actions, and 

evaluate such variables as mood, setting and atmosphere (Roberts and Jacobs, 365-367). 

These things will help you find many ideas in the stories: 

- Direct statements by the author‟s unnamed speaker 

- Direct statements by the persona 

- Dramatic statements made by characters 

- Figurative Language 

- Characters who stand for ideas 

- The work itself as it represents ideas 

 

Movie Summary 

 Life of Pi was a fantasy adventure movie directed by Ang Lee. It was adapted 

from Yann Martel‟s novel. This film told the life of a young Indian Boy who took a lone 

adventure in the Pacific Ocean only with a tiger named Richard Parker. The story began with the 

daily life of the main character, Piscine Molitor Patel in the French India, Pondicherry. His 
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family and friends knew him as „Pi‟. Pi‟s name was adapted from Mamaji‟s (his uncle) favorite 

Parisian swimming pool which had clean water. Little Pi was born and grew up in a vegetarian 

family who live close to nature and God. His father was an animal expert and her mother botany 

expert. They managed a zoo and believed in Hindu. No exception the little Pi and his older 

brother Ravi. Both of these brothers lived intimately with animals. One of the most attractive 

animal to Pi was Richard Parker the Bengal tiger. One day, Pi found his own religions. This 

young boy does not only believe in one religion. The second religion after Hindu that little Pi 

finds is a Catholic church which becomes a starting point for him to explore his own religious 

spirit until he finds another religion, Islam. Those three religions affect his ways of life.  

At the age of sixteen, Pi gets his big part of life that gives him a great life journey. His 

father decides to sell the zoo because of the problem with the management and he plans to 

immigrate with his family to Canada. The Patel family has a long trip in a cargo ship. While the 

ship is passing the Pacific Ocean, destiny changes for the whole Patel family. A horrible rain 

storm strikes and causes a shipwreck. That night, the young Pi loses his whole family. He is 

stranded alone on the raft in the middle of the ocean with his father‟s Bengal tiger named 

Richard Parker in the lifeboat. 

Life gets harder for Pi day by day. Food supplies completely run out a couple of days 

after the disaster and he also needs to think not only for himself but also for Richard Parker, the 

tiger. Pi‟s life is threatened when the tiger feels hungry. At the early part of their journey in a 

lifeboat, they also lived together with the hyena, zebra and orang utan but in this long journey a 

fight happened between the hyena and orang utan. Both of them and the zebra died. So, that left 

Richard Parker and Pi. Everyday they struggle together to stay alive. Day by day, they have less 

food. Here, Pi sees that God looks after them. They get amazing miracles in their survival 
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journey. The open sea and the nature around them give everything that they need. When the tiger 

gets hungry there are many fish in the water below the lifeboat. So that they can eat the fish and 

it is safe for Pi because Richard Parker will not attack him to eat. Once again Parker gets hungry 

and he walks toward Pi. This tiger wants to attack Pi but suddenly so many flying fish fly toward 

them and many of these are collected in the lifeboat. Until they get stranded in a carnivore island 

and they are apart since Parker leaves Pi alone after surviving in the Pacific Ocean for 277 days. 

After all that time, Pi starts his new life. He lives alone but then he builds a new family. His 

journey has become the big history in his life to tell to his family and children. 

 

Discussion 

Tiger is usually seen as a powerful dangerous animal. For human, meeting a tiger is a 

thrill because it is a predator which can prey anything unpredictably. However, in the story of 

„Life of Pi‟ the tiger seemed to have different meaning. It was either a truly tiger or it 

reflected other characteristics. This chapter will reveal the true meaning of the tiger as a 

symbol based on the story of Life of Pi. 

Bengal tigers live in India are sometimes called Indian tiger. They are the most 

common tiger and number about half of all wild tigers. Over many centuries they have 

become an important part of Indian tradition and lore. 

Tiger live alone and aggressively scent-mark large territories to keep their rivals 

away. They are powerful nocturnal hunters that travel many miles to find large mammals. A 

hungry tiger can eat as much as 60 pounds (27 kilograms) in one night, though they usually 

eat less. Despite their fearsome reputation, most tigers avoid humans. However, a few do 

become dangerous maneaters. (Savigny, WWF) 
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Pi was a young boy who interested in creating relationship with the tiger in his 

father‟s zoo named Richard Parker that one day he became his survivor. During the story, the 

role of the tiger was very crucial. It was showed by some events which were dominated by 

the tiger. 

 

 

1. “Tiger” as a symbol in „Life of Pi‟ 

Following Roberts and Jacobs‟s theory, in their book there are some guidelines to 

interpret symbol. 

a. Symbol‟s repetition, emphasis, and position in the story 

In the story, the existence of Richard Parker in Pondicherry zoo created a 

special interest. The first thing was about his name. The case about the name 

was also discussed at the beginning of the movie. 

 

“Richard Parker was a tiger?” the Canadian writer asked Pi. “Ya, he 

got his name because of the clerical error.” Pi answered. 

When Richard Parker was sold to Pondicherry zoo, he came with the 

wrong name. The hunter named him „Thirsty‟ but because of the clerical 

error his name „Thirsty‟ was twisted with the hunter‟s name „Richard 

Parker‟ and then the name stuck in him. 

 

The emergences of Parker at the beginning of the story still gave no 

important meaning. He just looked adorable. At the beginning, Parker appeared 

twice in the cage at the Pondicherry zoo in India. 
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One afternoon, the little Richard Parker was staying in his cage when 

little Pi suddenly came into the cage with his brother Ravi, and brought 

food for Richard Parker. He said, “I want to meet our new tiger.” 

 

This was the first time Richard Parker appeared in the story. He attracted 

Pi‟s interest and curiosity since Pi was a child. Instead of avoid this wild animal; 

he wanted to be friends with the tiger. Moreover, he called Richard Parker at the 

front of the gate in order to make the tiger came to him.  

The second time Parker appeared in a bigger cage in the zoo. In this time, 

both of Pi and Parker began to grow up. There was a short dialogue between Pi 

and his girlfriend Anandi which showed that Parker was adored. We can look 

from the way Pi introduces Parker to his girlfriend. He talked with enthusiasm and 

pride. 

 

“This is Richard Parker”, “He is the most magnificent creatures we‟ve 

ever had” Pi said to Anandi. 

“Look at the way he is turning his head. He is showing off, like a 

dancer.” Pi said. 

After the disaster happened, Richard Parker showed more of his 

dominance throughout the journey in the ocean. Then Parker and Pi stranded on 

the sea. At the time the storm attacks the ship „Tsimtsum‟ which Pi‟s family 

joined and it is shipwrecked. As castaways, Richard Parker survived on the 

lifeboat also with the other animals but Pi still does not know that actually Parker 

stayed behind the tarpaulin of the lifeboat. The first time Parker showed up on the 

lifeboat, he shocked Pi. He showed up when Pi shouted with anger to the Hyena. 
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A closer relationship between them happened later on the lifeboat during the 

journey to Canada and surviving together. 

Among the other animals which were on the lifeboat only the tiger who 

survived until the end of the ocean journey. Night and day for 227 days Parker 

lived with Pi. One time he stared back at Pi with savage gaze in his eyes from his 

place behind the tarpaulin. This kind of event happens twice in the film. Pi treated 

and tried to tame Richard Parker while they were on the lifeboat. 

Pi said, “Maybe Richard Parker can‟t be tamed. But with God‟s will, he 

can be trained.” 

 

“In time like this, I remember that he has a little experience of the real 

world as I do. We were both raised in a zoo by the same master. Now 

we‟re being orphan, left to face our ultimate master together. 

 

At the other part, Richard Parker stood so quiet while saw to the sky and then 

looked into the water of the ocean so deeply. This part was followed by the 

emergence of the imagination of the animals which were in the zoo with sea 

animals and then the illustration of Pi‟s mother appeared in the deep of the ocean. 

After this play, Richard Parker faced in a deep sight to Pi. 

 Then the last storm attacked terribly to them before they reached to the 

carnivore island. Parker lied so weakly in the lifeboat and he got thinner and 

thinner during the castaway. His wildness seemed fade even he did not wild 

anymore at all. He was a very weak tiger this time.  

Finally the lifeboat arrived to the edge of the carnivore island, before they 

landed in a sea shore in Mexico and Parker walked into the jungle without a little 

care to Pi‟s existence. Parker left Pi forever. 
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b. A literary symbol is supported by all contexts of the story 

Parker has attracted Pi‟s attention since he was a little tiger. The 

stereotype of a tiger as a dangerous and wild animal seems neglected by Pi. 

Following his interest, he repeatedly tried to be close to little Parker. Although his 

father warned him, as human he was not allowed to play with a tiger, Pi argued 

that Richard Parker was also a living creature similar to human. 

“Animals have soul. I have seen it in their eyes.” Pi said. Mr. Patel 

replied, “That tiger is not your friend! When you look into his eyes you 

are seeing your own emotions reflected back at you. Nothing else!” 

 

Pi‟s father assumed if people looked into the tiger‟s eyes, he would only 

see the reflection of their emotions there. This is the first time Pi acquainted with 

Richard Parker. 

Richard Parker is one important factor which makes Pi survives for life on 

the ocean. Without the role of Richard Parker on the lifeboat, there will not be 

that long journey to fight for life. The involvement of Richard Parker can be seen 

while Pi was indirectly feeding him any time he was hungry in order to not be 

preyed by that tiger. Actually there is routine communication between Parker and 

Pi although the communication does not directly saying but using actions.  

“Tigers are powerful swimmers and if he gets hungry enough, I‟m afraid 

the water between us won‟t be any protection. I need to find a way to 

feed him.”, “I must learn to catch fish, if I don‟t I‟m afraid his last meat 

will be a skinny vegetarian boy.” 
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In this part, the interrelated relationship between Pi and Richard Parker is 

shown. They survive for life together. 

 “Without Richard Parker, I would have died by now.” 

c. Symbol suggests meaning different from its literal meaning 

In common thoughts, tiger is usually seen as a dangerous and wild 

predator, or as the beast. We as human often think to be aware toward this 

animal. It is not like that in Pi‟s shipwreck, the tiger brings peace, tranquility, 

and strength. Beside his savageness, Parker indirectly forced Pi to survive and 

become the survivor in the story. The way he acted ferociously and groaned is 

a new spirit for his fellow on the lifeboat, Pi to continue their journey also to 

go on living. One time it is like a reflection of Pi‟s emotion while Parker was 

staring ferociously back at Pi. This kind of events happens more than once in 

the scenes. It exposed Richard Parker‟s eyes stare back savagely to Pi‟s 

whenever Pi is staring to him with little fear in his face. It happens twice in 

the film. The first one happened at the dawn of the day. Parker stayed in his 

hide-out then Pi peeped to him from the side of the lifeboat and Parker gave 

reaction to him by groaning and staring at him so fiercely. In the other part, 

Parker seems to warn Pi with his eye gazes toward Pi ferociously when Pi was 

staring to Parker at night. It is like he means to say something to Pi. Richard 

Parker suddenly jumped out of the tarpaulin and attacked the hyena right after 

it killed the orang utan. He jumped and groaned at the moment Pi shouted to 

the fighting animals. “Come on! Come on!” Pi shouted. Richard Parker killed 

the hyena adroitly. Pi even did not know that Parker was with him in the 

lifeboat. 
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d. Symbol has a complex meaning, or more than one meaning 

 The tiger in the movie seemed to have more meaning. The tiger was not 

only a tiger which was usually figured as a wild and strong animal. The 

actions of Richard Parker brought different feeling to Pi when he faced a big 

disaster in the ocean. This tiger later might bring strength, companionship, and 

peace to Pi so that he could struggle until the end of the disaster. 

In my opinion, Richard Parker‟s actions showed his response to Pi‟s words 

and actions. He seems to understand what Pi felt. For example, at the time Pi 

shouted angrily to the hyena, Parker directly jumped out and killed the hyena 

adroitly. The other event that showed Parker was like a friend and a human  to 

Pi was when Parker stared quietly at the ocean in the middle of the night and 

stood side by side with Pi, Parker seems to know and feel the same sorrow as 

Pi and he looked at Pi in a second. In companionship with Pi, Richard Parker 

is the only factor which strengthened him during the journey in the ocean. He 

is groaning and grinning.  

 

2. The interpretation of the tiger as the main symbol 

The first thing that made this tiger unusual as an animal was his name. It gave 

uniqueness for Parker as an animal with human name. Based on the story, the name of 

Richard Parker here did not have any significant meaning. That name became the first 

reason why I thought that Richard Parker was not merely a tiger. When he was a little 

tiger, he showed his savageness at the beginning of the story. Parker was adored so much 
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by Pi. How Richard Parker was adored also could be seen from the way Pi talked about 

him to other people. Richard Parker was the only animal which stays longer in the story. 

- Parker symbolizes strength 

Tiger is a strong animal. It is renowned for their power and strength. 

Human sees tiger as one of the most endangered animal. It is also reputed as a 

wild predator. No exception the tiger from the movie of Pi named Richard Parker 

the Bengal tiger. Bengal tiger is also known as Indian tiger since their prime 

habitat is in India. This kind of tiger has 550 pounds weight and nearly 10 feet 

length. It lives in dry and wet deciduous forest, grassland and temperate forest, 

mangrove forest (Savigny).  Like the other tigers, Richard Parker was a savage 

and powerful tiger but beside its physical aspects, Parker‟s strength can be seen 

from his struggle, endurance of suffering, and his spirit during the disaster in the 

ocean.  

In the movie, Richard Parker was the strongest animal not only in the zoo 

but also during the castaway in the Pacific Ocean. On the lifeboat, Parker was the 

strongest creature between the others. He killed hyena dashingly right after Pi 

shouted angrily because the hyena killed the orang utan. Parker‟s existence on the 

lifeboat was known by no one before. Since he laid behind the tarpaulin. The 

existence of Richard Parker in the lifeboat brought a surprise. The emergence of 

Parker shocked Pi. Parker suddenly came out from his resting place behind the 

tarpaulin while Pi was trying to stop the fight between Hyena and the orang utan. 

It was like an indirect command for Parker whereas Pi never meant to ask the 

tiger to beat the hyena. I saw it like there was an intense relationship between 
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them even they never be so close to each other before and never had a significant 

communication so far. 

Not regardless from his natural instinct as the powerful and strong animal, 

Richard Parker sometimes showed his dominance in the lifeboat. Whenever Pi 

tried to tame Richard Parker, he was driven away from the lifeboat instead of 

conquered this tiger. Richard Parker never lost his spirit to live while he was in 

the ocean. He lived normally like there was no disaster happened to him. It is not 

only during the disaster, he even be able to survive since he lived in Pondicherry 

zoo until the disaster began. 

Parker always tried to save his own life whenever he faced a dangerous 

situation. It can be seen while Pi was trying to kill him in the water but Parker 

showed that he wanted to survive, he stared at Pi‟s eyes and hold tight the rope 

outside the lifeboat. Parker always tried to get back into the lifeboat and not gave 

up drowning into the water. Parker‟s struggle made Pi canceled his intention to 

kill him. Instead of cutting the rope or hitting Parker with an adze, Pi began to 

find a way how to help Parker went up into the lifeboat although it took him the 

whole afternoon to do it. 

I think the action which was done by Richard Parker gave a very good 

lesson for Pi to survive rather than to give up then die. Human instinct might be 

better from animal but because of the stress of the storm, made Pi lost his 

powerful soul to keep struggling and he almost gave up. Here, the existence of 

Richard Parker contributed important messages to Pi. Even a tiger has an instinct 
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to keep alive why Pi lost his spirit to save life. Here, Parker was like giving an 

example how Pi should do during the castaway. 

In this part, I want to show that the strength that Richard Parker had was 

not only physically strong but mentally also. Parker had a strong body and power 

but the most special one was his strong soul to face the ordeal of the nature and 

never tried to give up his life. Even he suffered so much and had a tendency to 

die. 

- Parker symbolizes friendship 

From the beginning of the movie Richard Parker was shown like he was 

not savage at all, but it happened to Pi only. Parker often groaned at Pi. This 

might be the way he communicated to Pi also with motion, but Parker never 

hurt Pi totally. No matter how close they were. There were some scenes which 

showed Parker stared face to face to Pi. It was not like a usual condition 

between a predator and a human which usually human would avoid the 

predator and the predator might prey human wildly. 

 One of their experience while they were still living in the zoo showed that 

Richard Parker tame toward Pi. He did not attack Pi when he came into the 

cage and brought fresh meat which was still bloody. Parker just walked 

calmly toward Pi like he was meeting his friend. Pi sat very close to the cage 

and stretched his hand into the cage. Different respond happened when Parker 

ran savagely and then he preyed the goat straightaway with his wildness at the 

time it was brought to his cage. Here we can see the difference reaction of 

Richard Parker, and I think this condition might become a proof that Richard 
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Parker acted as a friend to Pi. Little Parker was so gentle to Pi since the first 

time they met at their childhood in the zoo in Pondicherry. 

 At the time the hyena attacked the orang utan and Pi was going to kill the 

hyena, Parker suddenly came out from his hideout and killed the hyena 

straightaway. From this event we can see that it was like Parker knew what Pi 

was going to do. 

 Richard Parker acted like the leader in the shipwrecked. He indirectly 

pushed Pi to stay on his raft instead of the lifeboat. The tiger groaned and tried 

to attack Pi many times that was why Pi made his own place separated from 

the lifeboat. At some time, Parker wanted to prey Pi but he never did it. Day 

by day on the ocean since the castaway, Parker unconsciously became the 

encouragement for Pi to survive and struggle together. There was one scene 

which Parker seemed like wanted to say something crucial or warn Pi with his 

eyes staring to Pi firmly when Pi was peeping into Parker behind the tarpaulin. 

The other event which showed Parker and Pi were staring eye to eye was 

when Parker was going to creep the lifeboat and Pi was going to kill Richard 

Parker. 

 “A friend would never eat a friend” I am sure that you have ever heard 

about this saying. According to me in this section, that saying became a motto 

of Richard Parker because he never ate Pi although he was starving. A 

starving tiger was the most dangerous thing for human near him. One thing 

which touched me so much was Parker had no intention to prey Pi at all. With 
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his savageness of a predator, Richard Parker taught Pi how to be strong in all 

situations. They struggled together until the end of the journey. 

- Parker symbolizes peace 

Pi‟s interest increased to Richard Parker. He found a fellowship with him. 

Anytime Parker was hungry and began to be wild, it was like a threat for Pi. 

Parker was silent. He just always groaned and moved his head wildly.  Here, 

Richard Parker the tiger emerged as a crucial character really close to Pi, who 

indirectly encouraged Pi to keep struggling.  They got along together until the 

end of the journey in the ocean. George Stephens in his thesis explains the 

way Richard Parker becomes the only factor for Pi to live on the ocean. “In 

the beginning of his castaway experience, Pi fed Richard Parker so that the 

tiger would not feed on him.” In this part, Pi feeds Richard Parker with no 

other reason but to save himself from Richard Parker at any time he is hungry. 

But then that action raises another feeling in Pi‟s heart. “But in keeping the 

tiger alive, he found a way to keep faith alive. He found a reason to go on 

living. He found companionship.” (Stephens 47) 

 

The wildness of Parker brought a peace for Pi during the loneliness in the 

ocean. 

“… without knowing Richard Parker was here might ever bring me 

peace” 

 

In this section we could see how Richard Parker was presented by the 

author not as a common and meaningless animal but he meant to deliver 

something in the story. 
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One night Parker quietly gazed to the sky and faced into the water of the 

ocean, in my opinion Richard Parker seemed to figure out something about 

himself or Pi as his castaway fellow. In this part I saw Richard Parker was like 

a human, he was thinking seriously about the past because the illustration of 

the face of Pi‟s mother and the other animals from the zoo appeared following 

Parker‟s fantasy. It was like a hallucination. 

I interpret that Parker gave Pi tranquility, raising bravery, and strengthen him not 

to give up during the disaster. When another storm attacked, Richard Parker looked so 

overwhelmed to save himself and his face showed his anger and he stared ferociously to 

the thunderbolts in the sky. Richard Parker looked in agony after the last storm. He 

almost died. 

At the end of the film after Pi told the story to the Canadian writer, Pi said, 

“I‟ve told you two stories about what happened out to the ocean.” 

“Neither explained what caused the sinking of the ship and no one can prove 

which story is true and which is not.” “And both stories the ship sinks, my family 

dies, and I suffer.” ”So which story do you prefer?” and then the writer answered, 

“The one with the tiger. That‟s the better story.” Pi replied, “Thank you. And so it 

goes with God.” “It‟s an amazing story.” said the writer. 

In my opinion during the castaway on the ocean, Parker showed to Pi that they 

needed to struggle to save their lives. Parker did some efforts to get meals whenever he 

felt hungry. He swam and caught fish without caring about the danger or anything else 

that could kill him in the ocean. 
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3. Theme 

Theme that I concluded from the whole story of Richard Parker was strong 

companion will create peace. Friendship will grow strongly and peacefully when there is 

togetherness and an intimate relationship. Strength would lead someone to survive in a 

difficult situation until he found the peace because human had an ability to adapt with 

their condition even it was the hardest one. Moreover, the journey was completed with 

the companion of the tiger. So no one left alone in this journey. 

Another saying I connected with the theme of the story of Pi. That is “two is 

better than one”. The companionship of Richard Parker had saved Pi life in the 

shipwrecked. His existence had given peace to Pi‟s feeling among the frustration, stress, 

and loneliness although Richard Parker remained a savage tiger. Their relationship grew 

stronger. Another thing was Richard Parker had indirectly transferred his strong soul to 

Pi‟s so that he could finish his journey. 

 

Conclusion 

 Symbols help the viewers get the better understanding in literature. One symbol might 

have more than one meaning depends on the context of the story or concept. The main function 

of a symbol is to deliver hidden messages in a work. The viewers need to analyze everything that 

they see to catch the meaning of the symbols. In this paper, I interpret the tiger as one of 

important symbols which delivers messages of strength, friendship, and peace that is related to 

the main character Pi. By understanding the meanings of the tiger, we can find out the theme of 

the story that in difficult condition, a strong companion will give a peace. 
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Parker‟s role in the movie gave a big contribution to the story of Pi‟s journey. He became 

the only one who made Pi had encouragement and strong heart to keep alive in Pacific ocean. 

Without Parker the process of Pi‟s struggle might not complete. Richard Parker played a 

dominance role during the story of Pi. He was the one who strengthen Pi to keep alive. Parker 

also the only reason Pi kept struggling during the disaster. In my opinion, Pi also felt that Parker 

was the last of his family left. Those reasons created peace in Pi‟s heart and because he lived 

with a tiger in a limited area but the tiger never killed him. Richard Parker had become a good 

partner for Pi during the disaster.  
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